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UCF baseball season is over - Season wrap-up Page 16

Central Florida Future
UCF gets paid
I '

UCF receives most money in state
D The university is
_receiving $1.7. million
in funds, and the
library an additional
$1.6 million.
by ROBIN LONGAKER
Staff writer

UCF has continually ranked last
in the amount of funding received by
the nine institutions in the state university system.
However, in its last regular session, the Florida Legislature appropriated $1.7· million to UCF, the largest
amount received by a state university,
in an attempt to correct historic inequities inner-student funding.
"UCF has always been the most
poorly funded university in the state
university system, partly because of
the rapid growth of the university,"
said D~an McFall, director of Public
Affairs.
The Board of Regents originally
put together a proposal requesting a
total of $30 million over a two-year
time span with UCF receiving $5 million each year.
"When it came down to crunch
time," said McFall, "there just wasn't
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UCF senior and Student Government member
Debbie Kane flew up to
Washington,
D.C., last month
where she was
presented with the
Michael
Schwerner
Award
and
$1,000 by the
Gleitsman Foundation.
The award
is given annually Kane
tofivecollegestudents on the basis of their
achievements as an activist.
Kane, 49, who has been confined toa wheel chair most of
her life, is the first UC~ student and the first disabled

Brevard director appointed
by TED CEDROS
Staff writer

Dr. James Drake was recently
named Campus Director for UCF
Brevard Campus. Drake, who is currently the executive director of the
University Center of Greenville, N.C.,
will take the office June 30.
The Greenville University Center
is an education complex which encompasses nine community college and university satellite programs.
Drake will be replacing Dr. Wade
Kilbride, the interim director.
"We' re very fortunate to get someone with his experience," Kilbride said.
Drake's selection is the culmination of seven months of work by a

search team that started with over 150
applicants. In the past three months,
the field was narrowed to five candidates and then again to two.
Drake's main competition came
from Dr. Catherine Gannon, an English
professor from California State University in San Bernandino. Gannon was
in Brevard and on the main UCF campus for a series of meetings during the
last week of April.
Drake arrived the following week,
and it was apparent that Drake would
be the final choice when he attended
Student Government's graduation banquet on May 5.
The selection of Drake was made
See DRAKE, Page 4
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person to have ever won the
award.
The five were chosen
from 500 nominees.
The foundation covered all the expenses of
Kane's trip to the
nation's capital.
There she,
along with the
other four recipients, oneof whom
is a Harvard University student,
attended a press
conference, banquet and a VIP
tour of the White
House.
At the banquet she met
Ralph Nader, who received a
Citizen's Activist Award.
Kane was the oniy student of the five who was allowed to speak. "Ralph Nader

by CYNTHIA CONLIN
Managing editor

...

enough in the budget."
In a press release written by Dr.
John Hitt, president of UCF, he said,
"We expect equity to be considered
again in future legislative sessions, perhaps under less constrained budget circumstances."
The $1.7 million will become a
permanent addition
to UCF' s base budget, with a majority
of the money designated to addressing the long-term
needs of the university.
Hitt
It is anticipated that the equity money will be
used mostly for the hiring of full-time
faculty members.
UCF also led the other state universities in funding for enrollment
growth.
The university adcieci $5 million
to its annual budget because funding
was provided for an additional 700 fulltime students.
The UCF Library benefited from
the ·legislative session as well.
The library will receive over $1.6
million of the $7 .5 million in funding
that was allocated for book and journal
acquisitions.
McFall said the Board of Regents
is expecting the funding to continue
each year.
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was the first to stand up, and
lreceivedastandingovation."
Kane was nominated
for the award by Terrence
Dunn, formerdirectorofStudent Affairs for Student Government.
"She was, to me, the
epitome of student services,"
said Dunn, who graduated in
May.
"She never stopped enforcing that upon everyone
- that everyone must have a
voice in Student Governr.ient."
Kane, whohassuffered
from severe rheumatoid arthritis s1:ice she was 3, was
given the award on the basis
of her abilities, which is a first
for her. She has received sevSee KANE, Page 4
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0 The Comedy Zone will host
a benefit show for the Muscular Dystrophy Association of
Florida on June 2. Shows times
are 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Tickets
are $12. Details: 677-6665.
0 Author James R. Warnke will

be giving a lecture on his book,
Ghost Towns in Central Florida,

at AlomaMethodist Church, 3045
AlomaAve., Winter Park, on June
9 at 7 p.m. Cost: free. Details:
373-3931.
0 Meals on Wheels needs summer volunteers drivers to deliver nutritious meals local
. residents. The need for volunteers is needed to fill the void
left when regular volunteer
drivers go on vacation or head
north for the summer. For further information contact Chris
Boyko at 422-4861.

while an equal amount will be
donated to the winner's school.
En try is open only to high
school students. Deadline:
Aug. 15 Details: 621-7821.
0 The UCF Department of
Music wil1 offer a two-week
course, "Digital Synthesis,"
which covers the integration
of synthesizers and computers
as well as Music Instrument
Digital Interface Sequencing
from July 18 through 29 from
8:30 a.m . until 4:30 p.m. Details: 823-2864.
0 CPR for Citizens will offer

classes in basic life support for
infants, children and adults.
Classes are located at a number of sites throughout Central
Florida, and wi11 be offered

throughout June. Fee: $15 for
Hearsave class, $20 for
Babysaver class. Details: 6794CPR (4277).
0 The small Business Development Center in the UCFCollege of Business Administration will be offering the following workshops designed
for small business owners.
Both are free and will be from
9 a.m. until noon. Details: 8235554.

• Basics of Government Contracting, held at UCF Main
Campus June 6 and at UCFBrevard Campus in Cocoa June
7.
• Cost Accounting Standards,
held at UCF-Br.evard Campus
in Cocoa June 9 and at UCF '·

Main Campus June I 0.

Cost: free. Details: Don Draper
at 321-9745.

0 The Central Florida Chapter

of the Red Cross will offer
classes in lifeguard training,
community first aid safety,
HIV/AIDS and sailing. Days
and locations vary. Costs vary
from $15 to $80. Details: 894414 l.

0 Orlando School of Cultural
Dance will have its 1994 Cultural Dance Extravaganza on
June 12 at 3 p.m. Costs: $8
adult in advance, $10 at door,
$6 child in advance, $8 at door.
Details: 578 - 1687.

0 The Law School Advantage

0 The UCF Music Department
will host the American
Matthay Association 36th Annual Workshop Course and
Piano Festival from June 21 ·to
25 . Lectures will be held at
the Canterbury Center near
Oviedo, evening performances
will be held in the UCF Visual
Arts Auditorium . Costs : $150
for entire event, $5 for evening
recitals. Details: 823-2869.

will hold a workshop, designed to
prepare students for their first year
of law school, from August I
through 4 at the Holiday Inn at the
Tampa International Airport. Contact: 1-800-LAW-SCOL.

0 The UCF Dive Club is offering "Scuba Discovery," on June
4 from noon to 4 p.m . at the
Recreational Services pool.

its summer season with a production of with Once Upon a
Mattress. The musical by Jay
Thompson , Marshall Barer,
Dean Fuller and Mary Rodgers,
will run from June 2 through
12.
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ing a competition for a logo in
honor of Florida's 150th Anniversary of Statehood and the
1995 Florida State Fair. The
winner will receive $750,
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Subs & Salads

0 The Florida State fair is hav-
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0 The UCF Theatre will begin
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Starting Friday, June 3...
"WUCF IN THE AFTERNOON"

at its new time, weekday afternoons 3 to 6 P.M.
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40,000 WATTS of real Jazz, Alternative Rock, Blues, Folk,
Reggae, News, talk shows and much more...
WUCf-fM 89.9 is a service of the Radio ·relevision Division, School of Communication,
College of Arts and Sciences, University of Central Florida
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ISA officer.receives new award ,si~~lt~t~h~!~1Jii:K5~~E;
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by ROBIN LONGAKER

r--------------------,
100/c, OFF UCF Students
ID

Staff writer

The first Excellence in Office
Award was presented to Syed
Hassan, public relations officer of
the International Student Association, on May 15.
The award was created by
Joanna McCully, coordinatoroflnternational Student Services, and
her family to recognize outstanding
performance by a UCF international
student.
"The significance of the
award is that the members of the
Board of Directors of ISA voted
secretly for the one student who had
done the best job on the board,'' said
McCully.
The family presented the
award to Hassan, a native of Pakistan, at the McCu11y 's Rooftop Restaurant in Bonita Springs. Hassan
received a plaque and $50.
Twenty students, three newspaper reporters and the en tire
McCully family were in attendance
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S"'tlday 12:00 - 9:00pm
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Monday Thru Saturday 11 :00 - 3:00

Syed Hassan (center) stands with UCF Coordinator Joanna
McCully, Bill Major, Terry Mccully and Terry Major.
to present the Excellence in Office
Award to Hassan.
"I think he is like the Rock of
Gibraltar," said McCully, "He followed through on his work and was
very dedicated and very, very thorough."

Copies of the posters were
mailed to the fratemi ty' s 140 chapters throughout the nation.
Durward Owen, chief executive officer of the national fraternity., said Pi Kappa Phi officials
knew they would catch some heat
for the poster, which he frankly admitted "borders of pornography,"
but he said the importance of the
message ultimately outweighed
questions of taste.
"We had to get someone's
attention," he said. '"I felt comfortable with it, although I knew we
would be on the edge of criticism."
In a letter that accompanied
the posters, Owen wrote: "This is a
poster which will undoubtedly be
controversial. It is our sincere hope
that it gets your attention. If it does
not ... then it has been for naught."
The letter· further points out
th~t, "Sex was never safe and it is
less safe now than it has ever been.
Sexual lovemaking between humans
is not, and cannot be, the thoughtless instinctual coupling of animals;
it is not recreation; it is not safe."

Comfortable ... Convenient ...
THAT'S

ALAFAYA TRAIL
APARTMENTS

2501 ALAFAYA TRAlt ORLANDO FL. 32826

COME SEE OUR
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Apartments with:
FREE water,sewer & Pest Control
GE appliances
Mini-blinds
Carpeting
AMPLE parking
Swimming pool
Entertainment deck for your
private functions
2 lighted tennis courts
Basketball court
Lighted, sand-pit volleyball court
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Officials at Pi Kappa Phi's
national headquarters were frustrated: the message about AIDS just
wasn't getting through to young
college men and women who were
putting their lives at risk by having
unprotected sex.
So the fraternity decided to
do something to illustrate the danger in a more graphic and humorous
method, and the result was an eyecatching wall poster designed to
startle students into action.
Subtle it isn ' t. The 22-by-28
inch color poster, taken from an
ancient Indian painting and first
published in 1883 in the Karma
Su tra ofVatsyavana, shows an amo. rous couple locked in a rather athletic sexual position. A strategically
placed warning box says, "If you
think this looks dangerous, try doing it without a condom."
Smaller print reads, "No
sexual act is more death-defying
than sex without protection. Don ' t
put yourself in that position."

CHINESE CUISINE

Open

Frat makes sex posters·
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

w/

to

(w/ad. Dinner only. Take-out or eat-in.)

Open Monday Thru Friday 9-Spm
Sat. 10-4pm Sun. 12-4pm
(407) 275-8950

Located at the ~ivel'Sily Paf.., Shoppit\9 Cet\tel'
4250 .Alafal'.a Trail, S"ite 200
Ovie.do, Fl. 32765

Hassan also works in the ISA
office.
"He is very well liked here,"
said McCully.
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(407) 359-1888
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BUY Am 6" sus OR
SMALL SALAD & GET
ONE

ALAFAYA ni.

I
~
SUBWAY
FREE
I
~
(With purchase or a mediur.1 drink)
I
~ PIZZA I llJT
O•ie coup<ir. fl"lr customer per visit.
I
:; ·
Not valid wi.h ::ither oilers or specials .
Oo;.ible meat <1vail<ible al extra cost.
I
3q ·12 A LAFAY/\ i ·nA' L
3912 ALAFAYA TRAIL . I . ',
~ .
.. \
(1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY . I (1.2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVEll.::.IT (
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
. BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
OFFER Expires 618194
I
277-3350
0

i.

DUY ANY 6" sue ·o R
SMALL SALAD & GET
ONE

'

f;.

I

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION

1

I
I . FREE .
I (W!th p ..irct1ase of a mod1ur.1 d rink)
I 0. 1e co up<ir. rii:ir customer per visit.
Not ;;;lid wi.h ::ither offers or specia ls .
I Oouble meat ffiailable at extra cost.
I 3912 ALAFAYA TRAIL
I (1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY
BLVD. OPPO~ITE UCF)
I OFFER Expires 6/8/94
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION

1-EmtJi--t'lg~nm!!liiOWJ

ROJO)S
NEW YORK . ·STYLE PIZZA
281-ROJO (7656)
12233 University Blvd. • Orlando,' Florida 32817
Localed on the corner of University & Alafaya
Across from UCF
Hours: Monday· Thursday 11 a.m. lo 10 p.m.

Friday- Saturday 11 a.m. to Midnight

~ .-

We take pride in our

-r-:::.- N t u r a l Imported Italian Ingredients

V

0 Preservatives

OLard
Baked on .Premises by Owners, Not a Corporate Franchise

Traditional Lunc.h Spec1a1s . Introducing our new
>' ~ '• ,., ' ,· .; . ' ' ,. ~<, Deli Meat Stuffed Pizza
2 Cheese Slices & Soda
Hain, Salan1i, Cappacola,
$3.25 .
Pepperoni
2 Pepperoni.Slices & Soda
Provalone, Mozzarella
$3.75
2 Pepperoni & Sausage w/Soda
$4.00
Small Salad
$1.00 Extra

1 Deli Stuff
1 Small Salad
1 Soda

$4.50

Coupons Are Good Every DaJt All Day

r------,

.-:-----~-,

r-------,

I Large Pizza I I Xtra Large Pizza I 12 Xtra Large Pizzasl
I Free Topping I t1 Cheese Calzone I I F
.
I
I
I 1
.
ree rriopp1ng
Free Pepsi 2LT
. 1 Stromboli I I F
p . . · 2Lt I
I
. I I F
p
.2r I I
ree ep~1
. I
I
$9.50
I I ree epsi ....,t. I I
$15.95
!
I CouponExpiresAug.151 I
$15.95
I I CouponExpiresAug. 15 I
L. ______ .J I.. ~u~n_!xf!_r';!.A~·.2,;> .J I.. _______ .J
Newly Renovated- Watch Sports Events on Our New Televisions
Free Delivery After 5 pm - Lunch Time Specials 11 - 2:30
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Student wins national award I r-~~;~;---MR~K~OB-1
KANE, from page 1
.
eral awardsm the past, buttheyhave
all been based on the fact that she is
disabled.
"It had nothing to do with my
disability," she said. ''This award
wasgiventostudentsasa whole and
not just disabled students."
Dunn nominated Kane for the
work she had done on a four-day
program, A Celebration of Abilities, which, he said, "highlights the
abilities of all people."
As well as luncheons,
skits and discussion panels, the
program included a wheelchair
basketbal1 game in which players of the Orlando Magic participated.

There was also a chance for
UCF students and staff to step into
the shoes of those who are less fortunate. Participants wore blindfolds
tosimulatebeingblindandearmuffs
to simulate deafness.
Kane's program must have
made al) impact on UCF administration. Some time afterward, automatic doors were installed in
the campus eateries, handicap
signs were posted, and a van with
a lift was purchased to transport
disabled students to UCF acti vities.
While her trip for the most
part was enjoyable, Kane did discover something that upset her.
"Ifoundoutthe White House
isinaccessible[tothehandicapped].

I
I
I

I

~

... Theyhadtotakemetalrampsand j
Greek and Mediterranean Cuisine
place them in the areas [where there
I
. .
__
l 0 % Off
were stairs]."
.
I
Because -0f this, Kane could
For all UCF
I
notcompletetheentire WhiteHouse
Students/Faculty/Staff
I
tour.
g~~~~~~~~l ~L'YD.
(,.ith proper i.d.)
1
1
"I had to leave the whole
824442
group. We had become a team I~
I
0
the five of us. Then having to leave C: ~~f~rn.l1~ ~ ~2J~!~.P.£!. .i..C.;!1~ - - - - - - .J
them right in the middle of the tour
was hard for me, because I wanted
DEflHfl'S S
ART STUDIO
to be a part of it until the end."
L"
d A
TflTTOOS
1cense , ward ~mnmg
Indi\7iduaI expression with
This leads Kane to her next
Female Artist
.
step as an activist. She plans to write
DEANA LIPPENS
a lifetime ~uarantee
a letter to President Clinton about
.~i.n~ Line Designs, Freehand ~.>r Cover-up$
the White House's lack of accessibility.
We Accept Mastercard and Visa Credit Cards!
If her persistence pays off as
· 14180 E. Colonial Dr.
it has in the past, there will be some
I·. Discount
Orlando, FL 32826
changes in the U.S. Capitol.
. :28'1-1228
wit this ad &
Mon-Sat l 2-8
student I.D.

!!!.

Women report harassment New director
ignored," said Eric L. Dey,an assistant
appointed
professor of education at UM who

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

ANN ARBOR, Mich. Nearly one out ofseven female faculty
members at U.S. colleges and universities report that they have been sexually harassed on the job, a study indicates.
The survey, conducted by researchers at the University of Michigan an the University of California at
Los Angeles, gathered responses from
30,000male and female faculty members at 270 public and private institutions of higher education.
'The number of female students who confront sexual harassment
is startingly large- about 2 million a
year, but the challenges facing faculty
women have been largely forgotten or

helped conduct the survey.
About 7 percent of all faculty,
male and female, said they had been
harassed at their current institutions.
Theincidencewasmuchhigher,however, among women faculty. About
15 percent of women faculty reported
being harassed, compared with about
3 percent of the men. The survey did
not define what was meant by "sexual
harassment," nor were respondents
asked to give specific examples.
The researchers also discovered that full professors were much
more likely to report having been harassed than instructors or assistant professors.
· · ······························- ~ -·-·:-:·:·:·:-:·:·;·:·:-:·:·:·:·:··

DRAKE, from page 1
official the next week.
Reaction to Drake's appointment has been positive from
students, faculty and staff.
"I'm very excited over
Dr. Drake's appointment,"
said Dr. Lance Jarvis, winner
of the Brevard Campus Student Choice Award. "Some
good things are going to happen."
"I really like him," said
Shan Ho, a business management major. "I went to the meetings, and his was the best one."

1----------1

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR \

I $300.00--0FF :
I YOUR FIRST FULL MONTHS RENT I
\.._NOT VA LIU WITH ANY OTHER OFFER-EXP. 4/31/'J J
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- - - - - -
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CALL US FOR .MORE INFORM ATION--305-8388
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Located across from U.C.F.,
next to the UC6 theater8

•

We Deliver!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
• According to the Centers for Disease Control the total number of •
•• reportedAIDScasesinRoridaasofMarch31, 1994,was37,46-0.The ••
• number 9f persons infected with the AIDS virus (HfV) on Rorida is •
: estimated to range from 374,660 to 1,873,300!
:

•

•

• -A public service announcement from the VCF HIV-AIDS Edu ca- •
•
: tion Office. For more infonnation on the office, call 823-2437.

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Satllrday and Sunday night
5-lOpm
$2.99 Pitchers

•
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UCF Dive Club encourages students
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

by ROSIBEL MONSERRATE
Staff writer

Since it was founded in
January of last year, the UCF
Dive Club has grown tremendously. Membership today includes 145 dues-paying members.
The Dive Club attracts
not only experienced divers but
also those who have never
dived before.
"It's fun; it's great,"
David Speer, a member, said.
"I've always wanted ~o do
[learn how to dive]."
Speer added the club was
a positive experience for him
and that he learned a great deal
by joining.
Dives are not just recreational, but part of a research
project, said Andrew Ratliff,
Dive Club president. The research will make UCF more
visible to the community , he
said.

Club secretary Dan
Fulmer contacted research
companies to get UCF divers
involved with research
projects. Since the fall of 1993,
the Dive Club has been researching off the coasts of
Stuart and Jupiter with the
Florida Oceanographic Society .
Ten members of the club
serve as volunteer researchers
each month. Projects include
settling up a grid system to later
track findings and mapping fish
populations.
Preliminary research for
the deployment of the Kennedy
Bridge Span - an artificial reef
- is being conducted.
Divers are studying possible environmental impacts of
the reef. Researchers are concerned about where to place
the ,reef since they want to attract and enco.urage the growth
of new life without . harming
existing 1ife .

Survey says condoms are all the rage

~hat 36 percent of sexually active
students
surveyed probably aren't
•
The birth control method of using condoms, which opens them
choice on U.S. college campuses is to the risk of sexua11y transmitted
condom, according to a recent diseases. In addition, the survey re• the
ported that 40 percent of sexually
national survey.
Two of three sexually active active college students said they have
students, or 64 percent, report using had sex within the past year without
male condoms as the preferred benefit of any birth control.
"The general consensus among
method to prevent contraception,
while close to half, or 48 percent of AIDS awareness educators is the mes• college students say they use birth sage of prevention has gotten out,"
says Cynthia Launchbaugh, director
control pills.
The Upjohn Company of of member programs and services
Kalamazoo, Mich., surveyed 1,631 with the Americ~n College Health
college students on 25 college cam- Association in Baltimore. "However,
while young
puses about
people are
their attitudes
aware,
it
toward and use
doesn't mean
of birth control
they' re al ways
methods.
Public education efforts practicing safe
The resuits are good at the national, state and sex."
A c news to some
• AIDS educa- local levels have taught cording to the
students they are not
American Sotion activists,
cial Health Aswho say the invulnerable to HIV.
sociation, 60
• high percentage of college
-Robin Hatziyannis, percent of all
sexually transstudents who
director
of
communications
mitteddiseases
• report using
Advocates of Youth (STDs) occur
condoms
among people
could indicate
under the age
that students
are taking action to prevent trans- of 25. In addition, 3.6 million uninmission of the deadly HIV virus and tended pregnancies occur each year in
other sexually transmitted diseases . the United States.
•
"Other forms of birth control,
"Intuitively, it seems encouraging that two out of three sexually such as the pill, don't protect against
active college students use condoms, STDs, including HIV ," says
• if they use them in a consistent Launchbaugh.
Overall, the survey also reveals
fashion," says Peggy Clarke, presithat
two
in every three college student of the American Social Health
• Association in Research Triangle dents are sexually active.Amongthese,
an almost equal number of men and
Park. N.C.
"Public education efforts at women- 69 percent of men and 64
national, state and local levels percent of women- report have
• the
have taught students they are not sex. The likelihood of sexual acti vinvulnerable to HIV," says Robin ity also seems to increase as stuHatziyannis. director of communi- dents progress through four years of
• cations for the Washington-based college. By their senior year, 76
Advocates for Youth. "College kids percent of students reported having
sex. compared to half of all freshtoday are beneficiaries of that."
The study correlates with men.
•
Meanwhile, an overwhelmother national surveys that have
shown condom use has been on the ing majority of students, or 86 per• increase among exual 1yactive teen- cent, also say they believe birth conagers. However, Clareke points out trol is a shared responsibility. Yet

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

Ratcliff said he hopes the
artificial reef will attract divers
and allow natural reefs to recover.
"It's an education process
every time we go down ,"
Ratcliff said. "You always
want to know more."
The Dive Club received
funding from Student Government for training on how to
conduct research projects , and
underwater camera for documentation of findings and to
cover research projects. However, the club did not receive
funding for dive gear for liability concerns.
Ratcliff said the club is
trying to get diving classes at
UCF.
"Almost all universities ,
community colleges and junior colleges 9ffer certification
as an elective," Ratcliff said.
He added that the main schools
also have dive equipment available to certified divers .

''

despite this belief in shared responsibility, only three in 10 sexually
active college students report discussing birth control with their part-.
ner often .
''This is not that different than
the rest of our culture," says Clarke.
"People find sex a difficult thing to
talk about."

Wanted!
Wrecked I Junk

Cars, Trucks, Jeeps, Vans
((Free Towing is available))
Out of State Titles Welcome!

Call: 658-7999
(8a.m.-8p.m.)

r-
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Equal Employment OpportunityI Affirmative Action Employer

Roadway Package Syste111,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm
Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715
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Now is your Chance!
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ustice positions, as well as the Daytona at-large
seat is also open. Pick up your application at
the SG office. Interviews will be lield by Vice
President, Kevin Gutch on une 3, 1994.
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Astep backward
for free speech
Though ics intentions were good, Germany took a
giant step backwards last week when the Bundestag,
Germany's lower house of the parliament, unanimously
passed a law punishing those who claim the Holocaust is
a hoax by up to three years in prison.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who has recently been
under attack for not doing enough to prevent rightist
attacks on foreigners, introduced the Jaw as part of a
sweeping anti-crime package. The law also calls for jail
time for those who wear Nazi symbols, shout Nazi
slogans, or make Nazi gestures.
Denying the Holocaust has been il1egal in Germany
for quite some time. Under Germany's old Jaw, people
who questioned the validity of the Holocaust could be
prosecuted for "inciting racial hatred." However, last
March, Germany's high court overturned the conviction
of a man who had been charged with inciting racial
hatred for giving a lecture in which he said there was no
evidence that the Nazis had used gas chambers against
the Jews. Thus, the new law specifica11y makes denying
the Holocaust a crime itself.
Jewish leaders applauded the Bundestag's efforts:
"This step makes clear that freedom of opinion ends
where the opinion violates the dignity of other people or
insults victims," the Central Committee of Jew in
Germany said in a statement.
Think about that for a minute.
In essence, what this group said is that everyone is
entitled to their opinions, as long as it conforms to theirs.
During the Nazi's occupation of Germany, countless
people were imprisoned for having unpopular opinions.
Now, in the name of ethnic sensitivity, people can be
jailed for exactly the same reason. If a government jails a
person for unpopular speech, even if that speech embodies the very root of hatred, the government has committed an act infinitely more despicable then the person
who's speech it prosecuted.
The same happens for Germany's prohibition on Nazi
symbols. Of course, for citizens of Germany, Jews and
non-Jews alike, seeing neo-Nazis parade down the street
wearing the Swastika must be a painful reminder of the
darkest chapter in the country's history. But to force an
outright ban any remnant of the Nazi party is deplorable.
Laws preventing even the peaceful wearing of a symbol
can in no way be reconciled with a free society.
Sadly, the often narrow-minded and short-sighted
Repuhlikaner party was right on target with this issue:
"This should not lead to a situation where the basic,
constitutional right to free speech is affected," said Rolf
Schlierer, a lawyer with the party.
The anti-crime package also makes it illegal to
distribute material denying the existence of the Holocaust. How ironic it is that the German government is
doing exactly the same thing Hitler himself once engaged
in - preventing people from distributing materials the
government deemed unpopular.
Last month, this newspaper became part of a national
controversy when it printed an advertisement from
Bradley Smith's Committee For Open Debate on ~he
Holocaust, a group against Jews in World War II.
Whether or not it was journalistically responsible to do
this is a separate matter; it cannot be denied that Smith
has a fundamental right to open his mouth, no matter
how repugnant the words that spew out may be. .
"This step makes it clear that freedom of opinion
ends ... "
Freedom of opinion ends?
Think about it. Uttering four words on German soil
- "the Holocaust never happened" may mean three
years in jail. For years, we thought we had liberated
Germany from fascism during WWII. Did we?
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Cultural superiority a matter of values
In case you ·missed it, let me
inform you that the upper echelons of
elite intellectual thinking in the world,
a.k.a. the Lake County School Board,
have decreed that American culture is
superior to all others, past and present.
Assuch,alILakeCountyPublicSchool year, killing millions· worldwide. Racism and sexism stil1
teachers are now required to teach this runs rampant through our society. It spends more on its
asinine opinion as fact.
space program than on helping the homeless. And these are
Never mind that most of these attributes of a superior society?
right-wing lunatics aren't fit to decide which lawn tractor is
I'm not saying that America is an inferi'orculture. But
the most superior in the country. Unfortunately, this group it is certainly narrow-minded and arrogant to say that one's
of people who were entrusted with making educational own culture is superior to all others. So, if America does not
decisions for the county's youth came to the brilliant conclu- have the superior culture, then who does? No one. There is
sion that if students are not taught that American culture is no way to identify which culture is superior because, like
superior to all others, they might form a different opinion. any subjective assessment, it all depends on which criteria
And we wouldn't want that, now, would we?
one uses to compare.
The school board tries to defend its stance by claiming
American culture has its positive and negative charthat they do not mean other cultures are inferior by claiming acteristics. So does every other culture. Even, say, Russian
that ours is superior. In a recent television interview, one culture, which many Americans view as inferior because of
school board member said judging cultures is like judging its past association with communism, has many great qualibands - that a number of bands can all be good, but one ties. It has rich and vast literature, wonderful architecture,
stands out as the best. In other words, America is the AC/DC and religious groups that remained true to their convictions
of cultures, and every other country is Tito Jackson.
_ despite decades of state oppression. So who has the superior
But what is the real reason why Lake County wants to culture, America or Russia? It is impossible to say, since it
teach its students that American culture is superior? Is it depends on what one considers most important. If a culture
really to instill a sense of values and pride, as the school is to be judged superior by the number and quality of its
board claims? Perhaps, but it also has a lot to do with the fact philosophers, then the ancient Greek culture would be the
that most of the school board members are right-wing most superior culture to ever live on Earth. If cooking the
Christians, who (much lil_(e the late Supreme Court Justice spiciest food is the criterion, then Mexico has the superior
Earl Tannin) see America as a Christian culture, and there- culture. And if producing the most bad horror movies is the
fore superior to the infidel cultures of the East.
deciding factor, then America would win, hands-down.
My point is that everyone must decide for themselves
Regardless of why the board came to its policy, it has
raised an interesting question: Is American culture superior what is important when assessing a culture. What is importo others? It's hard to say. In some areas, America shines. tant to me is probably not important to you. Superiority
Our society has a high degree of individual liberty and has cannot be dictated, as Lake County would like to do. How
produced many of the greatest artists, scientists and philoso- ironic it is that, in the school board's own words, part of what
phers of the last two centuries. The standard of living here makes American culture superior is the freedom of choice.
has been the highest orone of the highest in the world for the They must realize that part of that freedom means being
last 200 years.
allowed to make the decision for oneself of whether our
Conversely, there is also a dark side to American culture is superior or not.
culture. It permitted slavery for nearly a century. It treated
Are teaching values and instilling pride more imporJapanese-Americans like dirt during World War II. Ameri- tant than freedom to make one's own decisions? Not in a
can tobacco companies manufacture billions of cigarettes a superior culture.
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Society dwell ·

t1v f r oo much

0

Bigchangeshereattheold Central Florida F11t1m_•. fahtors
moving out, new ones with fresh beaming faces mm 111 in. Fun
happenings. I'm one of those new editors, replacing th ' 1' '1 t ic
andexaltedBrianCostello.Hehasmovedontonewt:1andhri 1111 ·r
horizons; check the graffiti on the walls for a time and chann ·In 'ar
you. Maybe I'll receive fan mail and have women wanting to sleep
with me also, but for now I have to settle for my tittle desk with a hnnds. And this from lhcsame university lhat freely accepted more
computerthatdoesn 't work and a phone that isn't plugged into any than $100,(X)() from lhe University Club, a group thatpurposefully
line. The glamour of journalism.
excluded blacks, Jews and women as members, and justified this
I'll be the third opinion editor this year. I'd Iike to think that action by stating that it's all right because the uni versity has
I fall somewhere in between the conservative first editor, and the accepted money from the Ford Foundation, and Henry Ford was
liberal, cheese-eating, guitar-toting Costello. But actually, I'm an admitted anti-Semite.
probably a hell of a lot more liberal than any of the past e.ditors.
It's called hypocrisy; LOOK IT UP!
How liberal, you ask. Here's how liberal.
The next thing you know, everyone and their dead grandAboutamonthorsoago(asigrowoldertimebecomeswhat father is condemning the Future.
ugly becomes toadrunk-itblurs and it doesn't matter) this paper
''It's irresponsible."
published a nice little ad from some redneck organi~tion, The
"We in no way condone the actions of the Future."
Society for Preaching Inbred Theology (SPIT), or something like
Working out of The Orlando Sentinel building, I'm
that. The name doesn't matter, and what it had to say didn't matter fortunate enough to catch the uproar that is caused there every time
either. Why, because this ad ran in a college newspaper. The key this paper does something "questionable." They did manage to do
word being, COLLEGE. Colleges are filled with supposedly an objective news piece on the issue, and forthatlgivethemcredit.
intelligent people. People I would hope are smart enough to make VnlikeTheTampaTribuneandOrlandoBusinesslournalwhich
up their <?wn mind - people who should be able to recognize a ran one-sided columns slamming the Future, totally neglecting
pathetic attempt by some bigot to try and draw attention to his the other side ofthe issue that says a newspaper has a responsibility
feeble-minded cause. Even if you read the ad, which I'm sure no to run both sides of an issue.
one would have if there hadn't been a big stink raised, any
What it comes down to is the paper's responsibility to air
intelligent person would have blown this off as a vain attempt for various viewpoints and opinions, no matter how ridiculous they
publicity by an obviously misinformed, ignorant man who uses are. Sure, we took the guy's money, but we also turned right
every bit of his intelligence to pull down his pants.
around and gave it to the Anti-Defamation League. Take the
·This was a quarter-page ad that had about a million words idiots' money, and put itto work against them.Unfortunately, the
in it, which about three people would have read. But because the . Anti-Defamation League can't compare in publicity.
university decided to play it safe and not risk losing donations like
Why? Simple, this society lives off of negativism. Did
the University ofMiami had done a few days before, they came out anyone do a story on how the Future has been running free "STOP
condemning the actions of the Future, ·causing all the local media THE HATE" public service announcements for the past year?
to get involved. And BAM! A couple hundred-thousand dollars Was there any mention that a lot of people, both students and
worth of free publicity to a narrow-minded hick that could easily professionals, backed the decision this paper made? No, but they
blow a synapse if he sneezed and farted at the same time.
sure as hell poked their heads out of the ground to bitch about- the
Way to.go, UCF administration, you played right into his negative aspect of this decision.
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111al goes for the past editors and reporters of this paper.
"We weren' t told about this ad before it ran. The paper's management really should have checked thi · with us first." WAKE UP
AND GROW UP, CHILDREN.
This paperisn'tac .ub. It's a business. Does the Sentinel ad
department go to its hundreds of editors and reporters every day
and ask if it's OK to run a Publix ad because it is advertising veal
on sale, and they might not agree with locking little, baby cows in
a dark confined pen so they get really soft and delicious? "I'm
Politically Correct. I'm PC. Really. Veal is wrong, it's unethical,
but if you don'trun that ad, Idon't getpaid andi can' t go buy that
dolphin-enhanced tuna that's on sale."
It's an ugly world, but we all like money. Money pays the
bills, feeds us, puts clothes on our backs. Did you know that those
shoes you're wearing were probably made in China by slave
labor? It's so great to be politically correct ... when convenient.
I support this paper's decision to run the ad and give equal
time to anyone who wishes to pay for it. The Jewish Student Union
took out an even larger ad a week later in response. This is great;
they actually took a stand, but after the ad ran, they said that
shouldn't have to pay for it because they werejust responding.Just
because you're responding to an ad, doesn't mean you get it for
free. The other guy paid, you pay.
What it comes down to is, who cares what the ad said; are
you smart? Do you know how to make decisions for yourself? I
would hope that most of you out there are and can. Don' t follow
the university's and local news source's stand and dwell on the
negative. Blow it off as some ignorant redneck trying to cause a
stink over something as ludicrous as the idea of there never being
a Holocaust before he catches crabs from his sister.
Make a stand forchristsakes. Write letters.I'm notafraidof
controversy. Controversy is what makes life interesting. If you
have an opinion: phone me, write me, drop your written opinion
off at the Future's office. Just do something, and stop being a
bunch oflazy, 'conservative, non-caring piles. This ultra-conservative university will bleed the life out of you if you don't become
aware of what is going on around you and take a stand.
I want letters.

Has scientific literacy gone the way of the Tyrannosaurus?
•

What is your "'Science IQ?" To find out,, take this multiplechoice quiz:
1. Tides are caused by:
(a) Gravity leaking out of the moon.
(b) Clams burping in unison.
(c) Sen. Howell Heflin.
2. What is magnetism?
(a) Invisible rays that shoot out of a compass.
(b) The force that causes dogs to bark when
you ring the doorbelI.
(c) The molec~lar attraction that forms between
refrigerators and little, ceramic vegetables.
3. The Earth rotates:
(a) Around the cosine.
(b) At night.
(c) In a direction away from Cleveland.

•
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ANSWERS: The correct scientific answer to all three
questions is: "d. No Opinion."
If you did poorly on this quiz,. don't feel bad: When it
comes to scientific knowledge, many Americans are every
bit as stupid as you are. This was the conclusion of a recent
nationwide survey reported in The New York Times (motto:
"All The News Blah Blah Blah!"), which showed that
Americans had the same basic level of scientific literacy as
road salt.
This does rfot surprise me. I constantly see evidence
that Americans do not understand basic scientific principles. For example, the great mathematician and dead
person Sir Isaac Newton (who also invented gravity)
proved in 1583 that, no matter how hard you push, you
cannot fit an object into an airplane overhead storage
compartment if the object is way bigger than the compart-

ment.
Americans still do not understand this. I am writing
these words on a flight from Miami to San Francisco, a
flight that I frankly thought was never going to leave the
gate because the aisle seemed to be permanently blocked
by a man and a woman who - after taking approximately
15 minutes to figure out that row 19 was the one between
row 18 and row 20 - attempted to stow a wicker basket
that, to judge from its size and weight, contained an elk. I
can personally vouch for the weight, because at one point
in their struggle the coup le (this is true) dropped the basket
on my head, after which they glared at me. I think they
thought I was trying to harm their elk.
These Americans would definitely benefit from better
science training, similar to what I received in Mrs. West's
eight-grade science class at Harold C. Crittenden Junior
High School in Armonk, N.Y. I vividly remember Mrs.
West standing at the blackboard, drawing a diagram to
illustrate the electron, which is a tiny particle of electricity
found in extension cords, while the entire class stared with
rapt attention at Tom Parker, who was listening to a
concealed earphone attached to a transistor radio tuned to
a critical World Series game between the Yankees and the
Pirates. Mrs. West, diagramming away, would tell us an
important fact about electrons, such as that they mate for
life, and Tom would signal that, say, Bobby Richardson
had signaled, and the classroom would erupt with muffled
cheers, and Mrs. West would turn around startled, think-

ing, whoa, these people are INTO electricity .
Tragically , many Americans did not receive thi s caliber of science training, whi ch is why they did so poorly in
the survey. According to the Times story , one of the
questions that most people answered incorrectly was:
"Which of these is the nearest li ving relative of the
dinosaur, Tyrannosaurus rex ? (a) A chicken; (b) A crocodile; (c) A lizard; (d) An elephant."
The correct answer, of course, is: Sen. Howell Heflin.
No, seriously, the correct answer, according to The
New York Times, is: A chicken. I'm serious. Your immediate reaction to this is: "Wait a minute. The giant, fearsome creature that ate a car and lawyer in 'Jurassic Park'
is related to a CHICKEN?"
Yes. By studying the bones of dinosaurs that, fortunately, died in a standing position at the American Museum of Natural History, scientists have been able to
determine that Tyrannosaurus rex used to stride through
the jungle, its massive weight causing the Earth to tremble
with every step, until it located its prey: and then, with a
horrifying roar audible for miles ("COCK-A-DOODLEDOOOO"), it would lunge downward and administer the
awesome Peck of Death to a kernel of prehistoric corn
weighing upwards of 3,000 pounds.
But the point is that we need to improve our scientific
literacy, and the place to start is with our young people. I
think we should have a program wherein our top scientific
minds go into the public schools and lecture to the students,
and if the students fool around, our top scientific minds
should whack them on the head with slide rules.
Speaking of which, I want to stress that my mental
faculties were in no way affected by the elk-basket blow to
my head head head head head hey look there are BIG
spiders on the airplane wing .

Most people are. Only, very few have the guts to let others know their opinions. Do you have the guts?
Can you write with some amount of literacy? If you can, then I want you to write for me. Conserv2tive,
liberal, middle-of-the-road, whatever your ideology, theology, or politics are, I want to hear what you have
to say. I'm the new editor, and I want the people who read this paper to start expressing their views to
everyone else. Get in touch with me: phone, write or drop by the office, and let me know what you want
to do. I'm looking for columns, letters and political cartoonists. Call Dave Barnett at 823-8054. Or stop
b the office in Universi Sho es, next to UC7, ri ht across from the cam us: 12243 Universit Blvd.
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CLUB INFO

Classified

2 br/ 2ba, Washer/dryer, Quad. Sandalwood Village. Alafaya, approx. 1/2
mi. N of Mitchel Hammock. $475. 6990178
I

CAREER INFO

IFriends of Bill W meet Wednesday

2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent, walking j BEST CAREERS FOR THE '90's. What
noon to one, student center Rm 211. distance to campus. avail. now. $450. are they, and where are the~ ~ree: re1----------------1 David 249-2865 (no pets)
port. Call (407) 240-4082 or write. Miller,
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J. 1839Americana Blvd.#33c, Orlando, FL
Coed Tae-Kwon Do classes forming. APT for Rent. 2BR/2BA. Great lo- 328'.39
Art, sport, sett-defense. Classes meet cation. Walk to school. Washer/
Mon & Wed. 8-9 p.m. in Arena Arobics Dryer, ceiling fans. $490 @ month
room. For info call 360-6107 or 671- . Call 1-800-777-4366 ask for Jerry
3667.
Peters
1

1

SCUBA Events!!! UCF Dive Club
Free SCUBA discovery Sat. 6/4, meeting at the Phun Shack Tues 6/7 5-7
p.m. Dive class starts 6/9. Call 3219745, dues just $5 thru summer! 382- Loveseat $75 OBO, dinning room
8007=info.
·
table w/6 chairs $100 OBO 3662384
---------------'
BED-Ortho-Queen set, never used
$135cash, Fullset$110 657-4816

DOROMAR INC.

Looking for reliable person to fill
part/full time position at a Shell Gas
Station. Hours 7am-3pm and 3pm11 pm, Mon-Sun, weekly pay, $5.00
@ hr. Call 422-4864, ask for Gerad
or Maritza

ROOMMATES

UCF RESEARCH STUDY\
UCF professor looking for females,
who enjoy shopping for clothing, to
F N/S needed to share 2b/21/2 BA Beeper for sale. Motorola Bravo ex- I participateinstudyonconsumershoptownhouse in Cambridge circle with press, brand new, $70. 382-6727
pingbehavior. StudyconductedatUCF.
couple. $280 mo. + 1/3 Utilities. Own
Takes 90 minutes to complete. receive
bed & bath. 382 _6727 leave msg.
King Waterbed- heated, complete w/ $
,_ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ __.head & foot boards, only$175 671-0070 25 for participation. Call 823-5355 for
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - information and to schedule an appt.
M/F roommate wanted. Clean, non- Pictures or logos on computer disc
·
C
O
h
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
smoker 1 m1 from U F. wn bat - labels. Only $2 per label. 677-5922.
Earn to $8,000+ in 2 mo+ benefits.
room, $200 mo.+ 1/2 util. 249-2070
Male/Female. No experience necb4 1O am or eves. Tarik.
essary (206) 545-4155 ext A5418
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i

I

Telephone Surveyors - Pff Evenings, Mon. -Thurs., Winter Springs
Office, houly wage, PLUS bonus 699-9152

FOR RENT

1
'86 Dodge Colt, good condition, stick
shift, A/C, radio/cassette, $1200. 3801- - - - - - - - - - - Winter Park-off 436, Lake front, new 6000 x 256 1.
3bd/21 /2ba, screen porch, beautiSummer Resort Jobs - Earn to
fully decorated, $780 @ mo. Call
$12/hr + tips. Hawaii, Florida,
671-8166
Rockies, Alaska, New England, etc
1-206-632-0150 ext: R5418
UCF AREA, Condo, 3bd/2ba, pool,
all appliances, private yard, will Computer,386sx-16,VGA,80m,$750.
PRICE ENTERPRISES
comsider Lease Purchase, only call 657-2915 after 5:30
Business development & services.
$52,800, Southern Realty/Dave 1---------------< Business opportunity & services. Prr or
High-end Quadra or Power PC wanted Frr. More info call Scott (407) 526-6412
Nelson 869-0033
cheap~ Dave 273-5476
msg.

Junel, 1994

FullorPart-timein-housetelemar1<eting.
Experience preferred-will train. Local
established company 359-9501, Phil

TRAVEL AGENCY
Italian speaking persons wan1ed to
meet and receive at Orlando Airport
small Italian parties of 2 to 14 and
drive to hotels. Usually arriving in PM
and departing in AM. Must have
chauffeur license and good driving
record and be able to drive automatic
Vans, CDL license not necessary.
We are looking for individuals who
are 21 years or older. Not necessarily fluent in Italian. Good position
for ~tudents studying Italian. Pff,
occasional work, will fit any schedule. Call 855-6321 9AM-5PM
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn
up to +2,000+/ mo. on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer &Full-time employment available. No exp necessary. For info
call 1-206-634-0468 ext: C5418

I

I

TYPISTS

I

WORDMASTERS
I
Typ;ng and resume service
Since 1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Same-day service avail. We've moved, call for info.
277-9600

Professional typing, $1.40 per
page, available 24 hrs, call 3597354
Professional typing in my home
allows me to offer my services at
very reasonable rates. Term papers, reports, resumes, cover letters, etc. For your convenience, I
have a FAX, so your drafts can be
faxed, saving you a delivery trip.
CALLJANE SPRING at645-0880.
I'm only a phone call away.
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
Term Papers & Resumes, at terrific rates. 281-8888. M-S, 9-9,
Genny

PERSONALS
Young, very handsome, easy going,
fit businessman with great sense of
humor has extremly beautiful living
quarters on 8-acre horseranch for an
attractive lady. Note/photo please: box
1241 Oviedo, Fl 32765

A+ Typing and Word Processing

Quality work! Quick results!
Call today! (407) 366-7123

Woody Dudley, D.V.M.
Birds, cats, dogs, rcpti~es and exotics.
*Special rates for studenis~faculty and staff*

COMPUTERS

Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic

~~ J '. "'

45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo. Fl 32765

(407) 366-7323

2 l/2miles north of carnon::, i:: \V(1rid Gym Shopping Center
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1 •FADE TO BLACK
(JANI LANE'S)

lmprov entertainers show skill at Sak Theatre downtown
judges, but the
other teams
and audience
as well.
Whenever the perfonning team
runs into a lull
period during
its set, which
is
usually
timed from
one to three
minutes, the
audience is allowed to shout
out a selected
phrase, and
then the judge
will throw in
the towel.

by SEAN PERRY

Axis editor
Apprehensiv~ly,

I was lured
into the darkened Sak Theatre last
year during the.Fringe Festival, one
of the most heralded theater events
in Orlando.
As I took my seat toward the
front, fear shot through me when I
realized I may be forced into some
sort of deranged interactive theater
.where the perfonners continually
harass the audience.
The lights went up, the room
filled with a mix of rock and disco,
and the stage became a zoo of animated people.
I was hooked.
As soon as the competition
began, there was no turning back.
Some of the top improvisational
comedians from Orlando and
around the country CO'l}peted head
to head in an event called
TheatreSports.
Each team is given topic;s,
usually selected by the audience (on
a voluntary basis) to perfonn or act
out in a set manner. An array of
different fonnats is used by the
judges and referees to make this
timed task difficult.
These comedians, who may

T h e

competing
teams can also
assist
the
struggling
team in any
Perry/Future , fashion, or
Orlando TheatreSports champions take the
throw a little
stage at Sak Theatre.
log into the
fire, and dishave succeedeci in the arena of indi- rupt them within the rules.
vidual improv, are tested in this
The event becomes intriguteam competition, not only by the ing when the rules become more

·

demanding and the planned strategies are thrown out the window in
favor of pure improy and flashes of
brilliance from some of the most
creative stand-ups in the country.
Many of the teams are comparable to casts such as on Saturday
Night Live, Kids in the Hall and In
Living Color; yet these groups don't
have the luxury of commercials,
scripts and cue cards.
The talent ranges from a extraordinary local crew to some of the
top international teams during the
Fringe Festival and other major tournaments.
With a reasonable cost, at $10
for adults, and $7 for children, it can be
a quite unique night out, rather than the
patterned comedy of the big screen.
The groovy music, snack bar
filled with classic junk food and the
interaction all combine to offer an
evt1ntincomparable to any other theater or stage in Orlando.

•WENDY BENSON

(DEVANEY'S)
2 •RICH ZELLON

(DOWNTOWN JAZZ
AND BLUES)
• PHIL COLLINS

(ORLANDO ARENA)

3 • MARK HUMMEL
(DOWNTOWN JAZZ
AND BLUES)
• LUCKY PETERSON

(JUNKYARD)
I

4 •NATHANPAGE
(DOWNTOWN JAZZ
AND BLUES)
• DAVID "FATHEAD"
NEWMAN

(PINKIE LEE'S)

5

•FORGET THE
NAME, LOVE CANA

(JANI LANE'S SUNSET
STRIP)

6 •PAULHOWARDS
BAND

(PLEASURE ISLAND)

•

7 •WAR
(CHURCH STREET
STATION)

Music reviews

•

Top 5 porn
rentals of the '90s
••••••••••••••••
Blonde Savage
-Savannah
Heather Hunted
-Heather Hunter
Texas

Pete Droge

Ricks Road
(Mercury)

Necktie Second
(American)

Texas frontwoman Sharleen
Spiteri has listened to her share of
Chrissy Hynde. Upon listening to
the first two tracks of Ricks Road,
you would think you had just purchased the Pretenders' new album.
However, I doubt you would take
Ricks Road for granted and return it
to the store.
Spiteri and her bandmates,
including Ally McErlaine on lead
guitar, do not let up at any point on
this album. Mixing acoustic soul
and a sense of Bonnie Raitt-attributed smarts, Texas details both
strength and vulnerability without
ever losing its sincerity.
Spiteri opens the album by
challenging the listener.
"Ya, I'm gonna make you
wonder if you're my 'friend. Ya,
that's the way I choose them, all my
friends," she taunts in "So Called
Friend."
Later though, a weaker Spiteri
admits, "I live my life to the fullest,
'cause I'm scared to death of not
being alive."
Texas rarely breaks new
ground on Ricks Road; but covering
the path travelled by Hynde, Raitt
and the Indigo Girls is a hell of a
start.
•Jamie Thomas

Drage's opening track, "If
You Don't Love Me (I'll Kill Myself)," starts Necktie Second off
with a humorous bang. Unfortunately, the rest of the album lacks
both the originality and the fun of
the initial track.
Drage follows with the same
fonnulaic set of songs that modern
day artists turn out in album after
album. A guitar jam followed by an
acoustic and harmonica- drenched
ballad. It seems when Droge acquired his big-time producer,
Brendan O'Brien (producerof Pearl
Jam's second album, Vs.), he was
forced to make a big-time album.
All that was sacrificed was the music, right?
O'Brien doesn 'tseem to work
the magic he did with his prior smash
album, and never seems to get Necktie Second' s feet off the ground. A
momentofpramiseis followed by a
lengthy amount of boredom. Despite a talented supporting cast and
a bluesy voice, Drage rarely changes
from the opening track until the
final song, "Hampton Inn Room
306," recorded in a hotel in Atlanta.
His album wears thin in about
a Necktie Second.
•Jamie Thomas

Milla
The Divine Comedy
(SBK)

Norman Brown

After the Storm
(Mojazz)

"You ain't got a thing, if you
With the recent surge in female
ain't
got
that swing ."
vocalists on the pop charts as wel I as
The
immortal words of
in the alternative scene; ·it is
commonplace for a typical, new the late Duke Ellington rap
age/ alternative release to fall flat about my mind like the musi due to the lack of creativity and cal ingenuity of a flat bass
bouncing about a smoky club
distinct flavor.
Not to say that she overcomes somewhere after midnight in a
the likesofTheCranberriesor !0,000 small club in Harlem.
This era of ragtime jazz still
Maniacs; though Milla compensates
wonderfully in comparison to the remains the inspiration for so many
saturated market's competition and aspiring Motown musicians of toalmost stands alone in the favored day; yet they seemed to have
touched upon something new. The
genre of new releases.
Her lyrical interludes accompany modern jazz instrumentalists have
the new age sound that blends fluidly entered the realm of classical guiwith the modem day classical pop tars.
Norman Brown rides the
sound. A thousand strings clash as
vividly as a mountain of nighttime strings along with talents like Pat
surf colliding with the moonstruck Mantheny and picks his way into
beach in uplifting originals such as the classical sounds of Andres
"Reaching From Nowhere" and Vollenweider. Not allowing any
type oflimitations, Brown has de"Bang Your Head".
As in previous female artists veloped a sound on After the Storm
works the vocals tend to upstage the that is inspired by sensational
music at times, but that can become works, yet uninhibited by their
an attribute to the album if the vocals borders.
This is an excellent addiarecapableof staying instrumentally
cohesive totheoverallcomposition. tion to the transcending
Milla has fanned a "Divine" Motown library and any modmasterpiece,andisdefinitelyserious em jazz enthusiast's co11ection.
about this piece of work.
•Sean Perry

Night Dreams
-Tori Wells
Night Dreams II
-Various Cast

•
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•

Edward Penishands
-Edward
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•Sean Perry
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"Don't ya' think I'm sexy, come on baby... "
JUST A THOUGHT
Sean Perry
With the predominant marketing lure of post-'60s America
being sex, and every form of media and public relation machines
umping on the bandwagon, I decided to strap on the old marketing
prophylactic and take a dive into
the dark waters of the "Sex Sells"
'90s.
It all began after the hippies
started inserting their love into everything that could walk, talk or
sing a Crosby, Stil1s, Nash and
Young ballad.
The "Summer of Love"
loosened up all the conservatives
left over from the '50s who somehow made themselves immune to
the Kennedy era and his unheralded tirades.
Although many look upon
the '70s as a socially silly and
fashionably foolish decade, they
were essential in promoting the
- free love campaign.
Inevitably, though, the distortion began, as artists like John
Lennon flashed his buttocks on the

cover of Rolling Stone, and Rod
Stewart transcended- or should I
say descended - into the spiralling disco sound. The world became accustomed to and almost
dinged to the tight polyester shirts
and crotch-hugging bell bottom
style that represented the era.
The '80s seemed to fi1 terout
the blatantly sexual pelvic thrusts

In heat again!

of John Travolta as a major Jure to
the advertising world, and forced
these artists into family oriented
roles like Look Who's Talking.
Some may argue that it was the
Reagan regime, with sweet little
Nancy talking about families and
the need for good morals while
she's getting her moral dish handed
to her by Old Blue Eyes. I am

16 000 Movies
' AMERICAN VIDEO NETWORK
The Largest, The Best With Over
30,000 Movies Per Store

forced to argue that it was not the
nipple-tickling shirts that turned us
off, but the fact that the likes of the
Bee Gee's and Partridge Family
adorned these polyester wardrobes
that dampened the sexual spirit for a
short period.
With the emergence of shock
therapy, the world was once again
cured of those·closet sexual desires in
the '90s.
Everyone from David Lynch
to Madonna played their part i11 the
shock-filled new decade. The motion picture industry became flexible
on the judgement of ratings, as the
recording business befriended the
sexually-laden MTV interpretations
of top productions. All the media
combined soon to pressure the advertising world into taking a chance.
This sexual marketing campaign had
secured a new definition of the First
Amendment. The entertainment and
advertising world was allowed an
unparalleled freedom of speech.
All this we intend to use to the
best of our ability, and in this case, in
the best interests of the sex-starved
student body. Of course, though, I
hope to display it in an artistic and
tasteful manner.

r--------,
Free

1
1
I Rent Two Movies at Re~ular Price and I
Receive
one Movie
FreeT Pleasefesen:Jt
'!""_.._
____
_
Coupon. Expires 6/30/9

Movie!

\:

All Movies 2 for $3.00 Mon-Thurs.
Ex"tra Days Only 94¢
*Pinar Plaza 282-3666
726 S. Goldenrod Rd. (Winn Dixie)
*Kissimmee Square 931-000S
1355 E. Vine St. (Corner of Vine & Michigan)
*Goodings Plaza 774-9119
1031 Montgomery Rd. (at 434)
*Apopka 862-4441
3030 E. Semoran Blvd. (Hunt Club)
*Conway Shopping Center 282-5555
4400 A. Curry Ford Rd. (Next to Publix)
*K-Mart Plaza 834-3666
6813 Hwy. 17-92 (Fem Park)
*Americana Plaza 857-0530
2053 American Blvd.
*Willow Creek Plaza 699-9119
2285 Red Bug Lake Rd. (W. of Tuscawilla)
*Westgate Shopping Center 294-4441
2761 N. Hiaw;;.ssee Rd. (at Silver Slar)
*University Square Plaza 657-8414
7456 University Blvd. (Next to Winn Dixie)

USED
CD'S

Pornography or art, who decides?
sarily glamourizes sex.
In past years, such films as
Tie Me -up, Tie Me Down, The
Lover, Wide Sargasso Sea, and
What distinguishes Basic Instinct have been subjected
sexually explicit films from por- to thiscon.troversy and have crossed
into that gray line of thought.
nography?
Thus, the film industry proIn an attempt to solve this
question, by searching for answers duced the MPAA to decide for the
through the Motion Picture Asso- confused public on just what is
ciation of America and discussing what.
Generally, before 1990, the
the mythical "NC-17" rating, one
industry
gave an "X" rating to films
might discover a gray area in artisit deemed pornographic, sexually
tic interpretation.
One of the largest outlets of explicit, degrading or extremely
violent, which has now been renon-physical sex is film.
Film is a unique medium placed by the "NC-17" (no chilwhich provides an open avenue to dren under 17) rating. The "NCsexually arouse an audience, as wen 17" rating depicts the explicit maas to entertain it. When statements terial and labels the film for adult
such as above are mentioned, they viewing only.
In essence, the MPAA deare often banished to the frownedupon section of the film industry cides for the average film-going
audience what is porn and what is
know as pornography.
The average person sees porn not, and allows itself a tremendous
as dirty and unnecessary trash, but amount of vague variables in the
also sees a sexuaJly explicit main- process.
stream film as a form of quality
countering the MPAA' s
filmmaking.
The blurred area that repre- decisions, I analyzed two controsents the difference in these two versial films, 9 112 Weeks, an Rviews is the answer to the on-going rated film, and Henry and June, an
question nobody has yet to solve: NC-17 rated film, in an attempt to
understand the mysterious gray line
when does art become porn?
which
distinguishes between
One obvious answer came
"porn"
and
"art." I compared varifrom a Supreme Court justice some
ous
sexually
explicit scenes in both
years ago: "I can't define it, I just
films, and found them all to portray
know it when I see it."
Hard-core porn (i.e. Debbie some kind of behavioral analysis
Does Dai.las) is not what is being within the characters.
This is in contrast to a comdisputed. What is being disputed is
that fine line between films which edy, which might show a personaldivide themselves from genuinely ity through the character's humor,
exploring the sexual relationship these sexually oriented films illusas opposed to a film that unneces- trate each of the personalities

by DEREK KRAUSE
Staff writer

l

through sex and emotional energy.
Also, many of the two films'
"steamy" sex scenes (i.e. the stairwell scene in 9 112 Weeks, where two
characters have sex beneath a stairwell, or any bedroom scene in Henry
and June) were not so much exploiting sex or nudity, but rather were
captured with sharp and carefully
timed shots, crafted accurately by the
filmmaker in order to create such a
mood that a viewermightfeelasense
of exploitation.

~ere

Upon review,
were
no significant differences to warrant
a different rating between the two
films other than the different way
each filmmaker chose to illustrate its
characters sexual encounters.
In these same two scenes, however, the MPAA claimed that evidence (the degree of nudity) exists to
include Henry and June under the
title of pornography and91/2 Weeks
as a sexµally explicit film.
In Henf)' and June, a number
of scenes are shot in which there are
prolonged periods of nudity. In 9 II
2 Weeks, nudity is shown in very
quick shots. The length of the nude
scenes, as tedious as it sounds, is
quitepossiblythedifferencebetween
a "R" and a ''NC-17" rating.
This theory seems to be the
only logical support for the MPAA' s
decisions, though the rating scale
still represents a blurred line when
attempting to justify this rational.
The. films in question, along with
many others which fall within that
gray area. have been limited in their
promotions due to this rating fallacy,
and the only one's to suffer have
been the movie going public.

TRADE-IN
CD'S

WAXTREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
1 I~1CLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
1COUNTRY, BLUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.

I
I

1

1
~

WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5

Stu~ent

Legal Services

Problt?ms With:
Landlords
Insurance

Contracts
Traffic Tickets

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

I
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. .

;
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. ~ .;.

.

-
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UCFs Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF <;Ludents.
For iPJorrnatio~ or an appoinh11ent

call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Seivice Fee
by the Student GoveJ nment Association

I
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An Axis writer peeks in on students' private activities
by Andi Johnson
Staff writer

A"Peeping
Tom" or, morerespecti ve1y, a voyeur, is
someone who gets
sexual gratification
from covertly looking
through windows to
observe females disrobing or in the nude,
or from spying on
couples engaged in
~ex.

<. 1

According to
Encyclopaedia
Britainica, psychologists genera11y agree
that a voyeur is typically a young, immature male who is insecure with females, and
who seeks such activity instead of making
passes that may be rejected.
Taking pleasure in viewing naked
bodies or intercourse
or in viewing one's
own sexual partner
while making love is
not considered voyeurism.
Viewing becomes voyeurism
when it is a compulsive need and
routinely supplants other available
sexual activity, explains an article
in the Academia American Encyclopedia.
Famous voyeurs include
Andy Warhol, who defined the "art
of voyeurism."
Romance novelist Judith
Krantz said she considers herself a
voyeur or "voyeuse," in a recent
interview with the United Press International. She said her characters
"take on a Ii fe of their own " as she
recounted their activities in at least
eight sex scenes per book. Many
seem to enjoy this form of entertainment.
"Yeah," admitted "Jane," a
junior majoring in business. "I do,
as a matter of fact, [like romance
novels with sex in them]. !think it's
all fiction, though. You just get a
turn on by reading it. ...
"I think sex in movies is OK
- since they are rated."
"Rick,"acomputerengineering major, agreed.
·'If it helps the movie, for
example. in Basic Instinct, ... the
_ more sex the better."
/
"I think when sex is tastefully
done, it can be good," said "John,"
a enior majoring in education. "Or,
sometimes. when I'm with a girl, I
think . uch movies tend to do things
to Lhe girl to get her - ahem emotionally moved.''

'!<... ccent films. such as
S/il'er, introduced the idea of voyeurism to the mainstream audience,
and have been received with moderate acceptance.
"In a movie, ex and violence
i heller, but, between the two, you
have to have sex," "Mark," a senior
majoring in English, laughed.
Sexual & Marital Therapy
magazine considers voyeurism a
·'sexual variation " while another

door, and I can get myself off at the same time.
"I do it as often as
Ican,"hecontinued. "It's
an addiction to see if I
can watch and get myself off while they do it
and not get caught.
Sometimes I'JJ even
stand outside the door
and just listen ....
"I kind of walked
in on it one day and
couldn't help but continue to watch - it was
almost like childhood curiosity. When I was 16,
the first time [I watched],
I was curious and scared
of being caught ... that
they'd think I was dirty.
Then, the second time, I
actively snuck to watch."
Although the idea
of vo~reurism is actively
debated as a type of erotic
Sota'res/Future
foreplay' as well as
article in the same journal considers stimulus to a tired sex life, it is also
voyeurism as a distorted counter- considered to be perverse and inpart of the normal phase of male comprehensible to many.
"Chris," a junior majoring in
courtship behavior.
A study published in Per- computer science, doesn't really
sonality and Individual Differ- have any knowledge about voyeurences found that males seem to ism.
He said he "never thought
have a preoccupation with voyeurism and group sex in their fan- about it much." And, he hasn't been
\\'.atched by anyone, especially since
tasies.
he
is a virgin.
John, the education major, revealed that he had caught others
watching him having sex.
voyeurism good or bad?
"The girl was turned on," he
"I think it's a matter of persaid. "I didn't care-I was busy, if sonal opinion," Jane said. "It depends on a l_ot of factors: culture,
you know what I mean."
Jane, the junior who likes ro- religion, age, gender and all that
mance novels, however, showed other stuff."
The Joumal of Social Work
little interest in voyeurism.
"I have never really caught and Human Sexuality says that a
anyone in the act and have never poor relationship with one's father,
having an over-protective mother,
really thought about it."
Rick wasn't sure if he had acting from re1igious justifications,
lacking sexual/social ski11s. having
been a voyeur or not.
"Well,italsodependsonhow low self esteem and practicing high
I caught them," he said. "For ex- self-criticism are major traits of voyample, I have heard my suitemate eurs. Also common is that they do
going at it - does that mean that I not take personal responsibility for
caughtthem?Ifitdoes, then I caught their behavior.
Rick offered another point of
someone and stayed around for
more."
view.
"It depends on whether it is
John, on the other hand, admitted to watching people and hav- done with harmful intent or not. If
someone is doing it in order to blacking been watched once or twice.
"I watched someone by acci- mail someone or something of that
dent one day. Idroveuptothebeach manner, it is not good. Also, if the
in the evening and saw a man and a person is deriving some perverse
woman making love under the pleasure from it I find it to be bad."
Mark excitedly said, "Voyboardwalk. I stayed for a while about two to three minutes- and eurism is good, because it can turn
then kinda' felt guilty about intrud- you on safely, especially if the oth:ers do not realize that you're watching on them."
ing. Also because it's forbidden,
.Even with the negative ex- which r.1akes it more exciting. And
posure that was derived from the the chance of getting caught - all
arrest of a Fort Lauderdale po1ice these mixed together makes you al1
chief and his wife for prostitution a a quiver."
few years ago, the acts of voyeurism
Whether voyeurism is deviby the husband during these events ate behavior or a healthy pastime, if
seemed somewhat acceptable to the you want to watch or be watched,
public in comparison to other sexual whatever you choose, remember to
deviancy.
either walk quietly or carry a big
Mark, the English major, was stick.
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Hewlett-Packard
New Su_per
U.C.F.
Discounts

All H.P. and other Calculators,
Software and supplies - We
Won t be Undersold

HP48GX

1

~ODT-t.

"l~

Best Calculator
for your
education and
career, 128K of
ram, plus
expandability

HEWLETT
PACKARD
.

Call DON 0 ROURKE 898-0081
1

International Calculator & Computers
2916 Corrine Dr. Orl., By the Navy Base

NOW OPEN· UNIVEUSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

University Floral
& Gift Shoppe
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177

ROSES $1.25
Students Only w/ I.D.
·· Expires 6/15
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[1REE1$5.00 II $5.00 Off1I

· IBuy 1 Cut Flower I

I

Get 1 Free
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or equal or Lesser Value
wilh coupon Expires 6-15-94

I Graduations

Any Fresh Floral
I Zs~r~r~r~~~ · I

l

I Nol valid wilh wire scrvio:s or wilhl

Corsages for:
.

Proms
.

otl1er offers - Delivery Extra

· L _ ~uclingR~s- _l_w~COtJ_::nExp1~-~4-l~~o~-Exp::.6~9~
We deliver or wire your choice of
fresh flower arrangements, green
plants, balloons, gift baskets
WE ALSO HAVE BEATIFUL SILK ARRANGEMENTS, DISH
.
GARDENS AND FINE GIFTS.
AFS aucl REDI300K Wire Scrvices--We Accept all major LTe<lit car<ls
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Kaplan and get

higHerscore...

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question
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A special sexual edition for June 1 through 7
by MadamAriel

THURSDAY
See Trendy Britches at Sak Theatre Downtown at 9:30 p.m.Details: 648-000 l

•
FRIDAY
•Orlando Predators vs. Las Vegas Sting at 7 p.m. at Orlando Arena
•
Details: 648-4444

..•

SATURDAY
See Indians at 8 p.m. at the Theatre Downtown .
Details: 841-0083

•

SUNDAY
See Once Upon a Mattress at 2 p.m. at the UCF Theatre
Details: 823-1500
MONDAY
TheatreSports: The Next Generation at 9:30 p.m. at Sak Theatre

•

TUESDAY
Florida Film Festival begins at Enzian Theatre and Universal
Studios

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Red Parrot
of Altamonte Springs

Thursdays:

Bikini-N-Beer Bash!
~\

• Model Scguts

• Pool and darts
• Live DJ
• 18+

.

•
•

•

All-U-Can Eat Shrimp
(Anyway U want it)
2 lbs crab legs-$9.95

•

•
•
•
•
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Aries Your fiery passions control you. If you want something you get it, and you act out your
fantasies whenever you can. Try tying your Jover down to the bed posts and watching his or her skin
quiver as you tickie it with your tongue.
Taurus Your usual appearance of all-togetherness turns to unbridled Just when you close the
bedroom door. That's not to say you don't know exactly what you're doing; that you do. You prefer to
have no more than one lover at a time.
Gemini Variety is the spice of life; you bore easily with the same Jover. Some nights you're submissive, others you're in control. You crave elegance- perhaps a canopied bed fitted with smooth satin
or the scent of perfumed skin under silk .
Cancer It may take an effort, but once a suitable other catches your eye, you love to be seduced.
When you are the seducer, however, you are subtle and mysterious. Your secret romantic fantasies
await the fulfillment by the Jover of your dreams .
Leo You love to be entertained - try going to an adult video and novelty store to find a new toy, or
even a B-grade porno flick to keep you and your lover laughing for h9urs. Then, as you whisper little
sexual commands, grab ahold of your partner and lead him or her into your bedroom.
Virgo Don't ?e afraid of your emotions, let them loose. You have a sensual side that's waiting to
seep out. You are sensuous and receptive. Tell your partner your desires; with the right partner, you
can be a lustful panther. How about a quiet, candlelit dinner?
Libra You are an expert seducer, enchanter. You think of romance before sex, you are definitely not
the wham-barn, thank you ma'am (or sir) type. You and your partner could take a shower together,
then afterward break out the baby oil with which you can massage each other.
Scorpio Your erogenous zone is your genital area, which makes you highly sensuous to sex, and
quite orgasmic. You have a tendency to be possessive, yet you are endearingly loyal to your partners.
No one can dominate you, for you are so energetic and wild in bed you take over.
Sagittarius You become a new person when you are in love; you glow and your eyes sparkle. You
are filled with charm in bed - a smile, a laugh. Love is adventuresome for you. It's not the catch, but
the thrill of the chase, no? Get your partner to slowly massage your hips and thighs.
Capricorn You like a sexy, attractive partner to whom you can show your lustful skill., A bed of
pillows and cushions provides a nice, soft spot for you to lie back and seduce. Dip into your poetic
side; you should surely find the words to entice and allure.
Aquarius You are tolerant and never clinging, yet you are warm and romantic. Communication is
important to you, especially in bed. Tell your partner exactly what you want. Perhaps one of your best
qualities is your patience, and this can make for a long, steamy night.
Pisces You either pick a partner to whom you can cater, or one who is strong and domineering. You
like a secret affair, one which is fiery and romantic. In bed you are filled with passions; a simple touch
can drive you wjld, a warm breath on your neck. You really enjoy a foot massage.
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$1.50 Bud and Icehouse long necks
$ 2.00 Jack shots
745 Orienta Ave.(l block past intersection of Maitland
Ave. & 436) •Altamonte Springs, Fl
(407) 767-7557

ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

is uo"r also 01·Ja11do's

1•1.·0;:1·e~~ive

Ni;fhtelub

lll~ltllll\"11
CMENC
Debate Club

AlAA
Chess Club

•

~~~~

•LADIES DRINK FREE!
• $1000 in cash and prizes!

•

•

Ft/ere

•
WEDNESDAY
• Orlando Cubs vs. Greenville Braves at 7 p.rn. at Tinker Field .
•
.Details: 839-3900

•
•••
••
•

•

~
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•

•
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Com~~~~:g~;:~eam ... J~:j i!.1·1 :1!1t. . Insti~~p!~1~Z~~:rc~~~:eers
..

.

C;.7~~¥~lt~ll'''t!;~~~;~~~soc
Nursing Students Assoc.
Student Alumni Association
S.O.R.T.

James Davis
Jewish Student Union
Lebanese-American Club
Multi-Cultural Club
Muslim Student Association

Summer Knights
ilf~}lfi
UCF Cheerleading
UCF Engineering Students
UCFREADS
Womens Intramural Football ~
American Soc. of Engineers .Wu~
.
ltjft M
Angel Flight
~~
ASIST
~

'*"

Environmental Society
Golden Key Honor Society
Hospitality Associtation
Mgt. Infonnation Systems
Assoc.
MIDI-Users Group
Sangam-Indian Assoc.
Sky Dive

I

JJ Whispers is located 1/2 mile west of 1-4 on lee road.

ior more info call 629-4779
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UCF alumni graduate to the Orlando Uons
.
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The players are nut compensated for their efforts on the
field, but they are provided travel
expenses when they go on the
road.
The Lady Lions play approximately every three weeks
on Saturdays, when they play
double-headers with the men's
team.
They can't be found playing at the arena or the Citrus Bowl
in front of thousands of fans. Not
yet, anyway.
They do, however, cater to
about 400 to 500 fans at Showalter
field in Winter Park.
Tickets are $7 for adults
and $3 for kids. Promotions are
run for most games which can
make it even cheaper ..
The Lions are part of the
U.S. Interregional Soccer League.
Aside from the U.S. women' s na-

..\

ti~n~l team ~r playing over seas.
this is the highest level of orga. d pay
1 ava1.1a bl e.
mze
"We're kind of like the pioneers of the league," Barnes said,
referring to this being the first season
for professional women's soccer.
This season has four games
remaining before tournament play
begins in August. Those who feel
there isn't enough violence and

Intramural winners
spring 1994

I

The following teams were the
f t
t .l
wmners
:e1 s
. o 1as semes
•
UCF intramura1 ieague.

I .

SoftbaU·Cham s:

A League: Hooptres
B.Le.ague: LXA II .

w9menis: ztA , ,

CQED:' Moon 04wg Express

Fl;fHocke /Cha

~;i~;:~:g;:~~:r~~~~:~:~ ~~~ti!!::e~', ·
.---------,

The Lady Lions will play
next on June 24, at 6 p.m. versus
Jacksonville.
While the World Cup will
only invadeOrlandoforsix weeks,
the Orlando Lions hope to become
a permanent part of the Central
Florida sports community. And
for the younger generation of soccer players growing up, especially
the women, the Lions will provide
an opportunity to continue playing
after they finish school.
So when soccer fever gets a
hold of Orlando, and residents find
themselves singing the chants of
various World Cup teams, they
can remember that professional
soccer is already alive and kicking
in Orlando.

:-;·.

:·:-::;:: ..;.

I
Working for a:
: college newspaper _is 1
I the best way to gam I
I writing experience be- I
I fore leaving college. I
I
I
I
The Central Flor~da Fu- I
I ture is c~ently l?°king for I
I reporters for all sect10ns: news, I
"Axis," opinion and sports. In-

1 terested persons can pick up an I
I application at the Future of- I
I fice, located in University I
I Shoppes nextto thePhun Shack. I
I Experience not necessary. I

L--------.J
0 UCF will host the Third
Annual Todd Miller 7's Rugby
Tournament at the intramural
fields near the Recreational
Services pool.
Costs : $150 per team, $50
deposit by June 13.
Details: 281-3837.

0 A golf tournament to
benefit the Two Plus Two
Scholarship Program will be
held June 3 at Disney's Eagle
Pines and Osprey Ridge
courses.
The scholarship aids students who are pursuing an education at Valencia Community
College and UCF.
Registration is at 7: 15
a. m. at the course.
Details: 299-5000 ext
3122.
0 The Jewish Community
Center in Maitland will hold
tits I J th annual ICC/Security
National Bank 5k road race
June 30.
Starting time is 6:45 p.m.
Entry fee is $12.
Details: 645-5933 .
O The central Florida office of the Muscular Dystropy
Association will conduct its
first Walk-a-Thon June 11 at
Gaston Edwards Park.
The event begins at 8
a.m .. and the total distance of
the walk is 3 . 1 miles.
Details: 677-6665.

i";i::'''i't=:'>'r':''''' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,::;::,:'' ' ':!"!!,it

Just afractiori01Wh3t we spend on
sports can help keep society mshape.
~~;?~~~e~e~~~~ .+<1;JJ1£f 1!1\!l~'.)f ~iv~~~~E~~~J~e
hel~~~~~~i~~:~~~~~e Gifti,Je. ca~~!~~~~e~~~~e

of their incomes and

Whaty~/i'ge.1,iJackisiJ!ifneasurable.
·.
·.·\\~.~:~:~:\~~.~~::~~.~~·~·. . .

and give five.
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Team full of talent squ_
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From BASEBALL, page 16
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•

•
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on the future .
"I think we need a stadium
if we want to keep moving forJunior outfielder Tony
Marrillia hit .323 with 29 RBI last
ward," he said.
Next season ' s outlook
year, but went down to .286 and
should be a positive one as this
21 , respectively, this year.
year's young bats like Adam
Powerful sophomore outJohnson, Brad King and George
fielder Matt Amman hit five home
Betancourt will have that much
runs as a freshman and had high
more experience at the college
hopes of doubling that number
level.
this season. HowBergman ·
ever, Amman was
also has a transfer
only able to clear the
shortstop coming
fence twice this seaWe just got lost in the middle and latter in from FSU, who
son .
he feels will proScottLoubier, part of our season in the lack of
vide
a lot of ofa sophomore inh
fielder, showed 0 ensive punc .
fense.
UC F ' s
promise last year,
pitching
hitting .286, but fol-Coach Jay Bergman should be deepstaff
yet
lowed it up with a

ff

•

•

ishing second in the Olive Garden
Classic in Kissimmee, beating
North Carolina State and Kansas
along the way. This was an immediate confidence booster for the
Knights.
"That made it look like we
were going to have a pretty good
season," Golden said.
Success continued through

·

''

• FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
• PERSONAL TRAINING
• COMPUTER FITNESS TESTING
• CO-ED FACILITY
·FREE WEIGHTS
·AEROBICS
I FREE ENROLLMENT WITH I • EXERCISE CYCLES
I ANY ANNUAL PROGRAM I • STAIRCLIMBERS
I WITH THIS COUPON I • TURBO BIKES
I STUDENTS $75.00 FOR . I • SPRINT CIRCUIT TRAINING
BUILDING
I
THREE MONTHS
I •• BODY
WEIGHT LOSS
\. - - - - - - - .) . • JUICE BAR
·NURSERY
• PRIVATE LOCKERS
• PRIVATE SHOWERS

r-------,

6615 E. COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO, FL. 32807
.217 average in '94. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - once again, since
.
- 0
.
"Truthfully, we have a lot the first part of the conference Halperin' s arm is the only one that
HOURS:
of good offensive talent on the schedule as the Knights built a 7- is draft eligible.
MON-THURS .
Fitness
>"lj
6AM-10PM
Connect10n
team," said Golden. "But for some 3 record in league play.
With that, Bergman and the
FRIDAY
6AM-10PM
reason, which no one seemed to
From that point on, UCF Knights hope for a return to the
SATURDAY
9AM-8PM
figure out, unfortunately, no one experienced a dramatic free-fall, successful ways of the · past in
East Colonial Dr. I State Rd. 50
SUNDAY
really played as well as they were losing seven of its last eight in the 1995.
12PM-SPM
T AAC.
capable of."
Although the Knights'
"We had some great wins,"
pitching staff performed admira- said Bergman, speaking of beatbly all season, leading the TAAC ing South Florida, Florida, and
in ERA, their hitters rarely pro- Michigan all twice. "We just got
TI600 MacKay Bfvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333
vided the backup to allow pitchers lost in the middle and latter part of
such as Jay Veniard and Mike our season in the lack ofoffensi ve
Halperin to feel comfortable and punch."
be aggressive on the mound.
Had UCF averaged six runs
Still, both pitchers did their per game instead of less than five,
Private Clubhouse
Breakfast bars
part by pacing the staff with six its record would have been 40-15 .
2
pools
&
sauna
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
wins apiece.
But it has been four years now
Generous closet space
Complete ·fitness center
Halperin also led the squad since Bergman's team has prowith an impressive 84 strike-outs, duceda40-plus win season, someSand volleyball court
Window coverings
while Veniard's pick-off play to thing which used to be routine.
Fully-equipped kitchens
Lighted tennis court
first base was so uncommonly
From 1985 to 1991, UCF
Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
good that it was a concern for won .40 games or more six out of
2 laundry facilities
Laser bus right to school
opposing conference coaches all the seven years.
24-hour emergency maintenance
year long.
Since '91, the wins have
As the season got underway been fewer and fewer, from 35 in
Directions: From University Blvd.,
OFFICE HOURS:
in February, UCF showed prom- '92, to 31 in '93, to just 29 this
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
season.
ise .
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
Still, Bergman keeps his eye
The team started off by finleft on Alafaya Trail. on the left.
~~~~~~~~~~~

•
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ARBOUR VILLAGE APARTMENTS
. STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALs
1 &2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
·•
•
•
•

•
•

SUN.12-5

•
•
•
•

•

.
•
•

•
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•

Meet single men and women in Orlando and nationwide on the...

in es

ale ine

• Create your own custom, personal voice mailbox lor others to respond to
• Listen and respond lo other people's messages
• Great way to meet single men and women salely and easily

1-900-680-6717 ext 722
only $2.00 per 1ninule
1".lusl be al least 18. $2.00 per minute. Touch lone _phone required.
Service by Avalon Communications. Fl. Lauderdale (305) 525-0800

s orts
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Cubs win tk>f-7 on home stand
There was a plethora of big stories in
baseball this past week.
Ken Griffey Jr. broke Mickey Mantle's
record of20 home runs beforcJ une. He now has
22 and is averaging .46 homers a game. If that
rate holds up, he will mostcertainly break the old
mark of 61 homers in a season set by Roger
Maris in 1961. TheLosAngelesDodgersdodged
another year of turmoil by buying out the remainder of Darryl Strawberry's contract They
are currently in first place without him, so I'm
sure his presence in L.A. will be greatly missed.
More bad news for the Marlins. Gary
Sheffield came off the disabled list for two
games and went right back on it afterre-injuring
his shoulder diving after a ball.
The Marlins are 3-7 in their last 10
games, and have fallen below 500.
In the most shocking baseball news last
week, the Atlanta Braves traded Deion Sanders
to the Cincinnati Reds for two-time All Star
outfielderRoberto Kelly and minor leaguepitcher
Roger Etheridge. The Braves wanted a righthanded hitter, and the Reds wanted a lefty.
Bengal Coach David Shula could be a happy
man if "Neon" Deion gets the football itch. The
Bengals would be more than happy to oblige.
In NBA news, the Milwaukee bucks
landed the number one pick for this year's
lottery June29. Hakeem "theDream"Olajuwon
was named this year's MVP. He collected 66
out ofapossible 101 first-place votes. Orlando's
Shaquille O'Neal got three first-place votes and
finished fourth.
Atlanta coach Lenny Wilkens won his
first Coach of the Year Award easily outdistancing Phil Jackson. Under Wilkens, the Hawks
won l 4 more games than they did last season.
Chuck Daly called it quits as coach of the New
Jersey Over Paid Power Forward - I mean,
Nets. Hesaidhehassigned a four-year deal with
TBS as an analyst.
Isiah Thomas was named vice president
of the expansion "MTVesque" Toronto Raptors. And finally, as if the NBA wasn't violent
enough, Top Rank Boxing purchased the lowly
Minnesota Timberwolves for $152 million.
The group plans to move the club to New
Orleans in time for the 1994-95 season as well
as changing the name. The deal is still pending
NBA approval.
Drama on the ice. After the New Jersey
Devils scored a goal with seven seconds left in
regulation of game seven to send it into overtime, the New York Rangers looked as though
they would fall victim to their "cup curse" once
again.ButaftertheDevils' rookiegoalieMartin
Broduer stopped 46 shots, he couldn't stop
number 47 in the second overtime, and the
Rangers won their first trip to the Stanley Cup
finals since 1979.
In the Indy 500, Emerson Fittapaldi had
a full-lap lead on therestofthepack, until he lost
control and hit the wall with just 15 laps remaining. His race was over, and his million-dollar
pay day was handed over to Al Unser Jr.
In arena football, the Orlando Predators
are off to a great start. The Preds blasted the
Milwaukee Mustangs 58-24 in their second
game. Quarterback Ben Bennet became the first
AFL quarterback to pass for more than I 0, 000
yards. He can also be seen impersonating a
sportscaster on weekends at WCPX Channel 6.
In yet another defamation of Florida
college football, FSU comerback Corey Sawyer purchased a Nissan Pathfinder for $29,000
outright just three days before the 1994 Orange
Bowl. This insinuates that he bought it with
illegal money from an agent, since college
students don't usually have $29,000 just laying
around.
Maybe he saved his lunch money since
he was 12 years old. Who cares? He's in the
NFL now. He should have asked for a Porsche.
FSU's football program made millions of dollars last year. Enough said.
That's all for this week kids.

D The Orlando
baseball team swept a
rain-soaked doubleheader Sunday.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The Cubs - a name synonymous
with ivy walls and losing ways. But not
anymore, neither in Chicago nor Orlando
are the Cubs showing their losing ways of
the past.
The new Cubs win, and do it with
consistency.
The Orlando Cubs (22-29) are corning off a successful homestand where they
managed to win six out of seven games,
including a 7-6 and 7-0 double-header
sweep over the Carolina Mudcats (31-19)
this past Sunday.
"Even when we were losing in the
beginning of the season, I knew our guys
would come around. We believe in sticking
with our people," said Orlando Cubs manager Dave Trembley.
Not only has Trembley persevered
with his players, but he has stuck with his
system as well.
"I believe in the system of get them
· up, get them on and get them home," he
said.
This technique had a hand in the
Cubs engineering two solid victories over
the first-place Mudcats Sunday. The Cubs
won the first game of the double-header in

The Cubs scrapped back
to win the game 7-6 in the bottom of the ninth with two runs.
Outfielder
Brooks
Kieschnick (.256 avg.) went 3for-4, scoring two runs in the
game. Third baseman Ed Smith
hacl a home run to go along with
his 3-for-3 performance.
The second game was a
short seven-inning affair that the
Cubs took, 7-0. Big pitching and
timely hitting finally came together in the same game for the
Cubs.
On the mound it was Troy
Bradford (5.18 ERA), blanking
Carolina for five innings while
striking out four. Ottis Smith
(2.76 ERA) came on for two
innings, and closed the door
without allowing a hit.
Cubs third baseman Rudy
Gomez sees this successful
homestand as something that
could positively affect the Cubs
for the duration of the season.
"We always knew we
could put together a homestand
like this, but now we have the
proof," Gomez said.
Solares/Future
Troy Bradford (5.18 ERA) was effective in
"This gives us confidence
shutting down the Mudcats Sunday.
and much needed momentum
as we get ready to hit the road."
a dramatic comeback fashion, 7-6.
The Cubs now travel to Greensvi11e,
The Cubs took a 4-3 lead in the sixth S.C. where they will open up a six-game
inning. Then Caro1ina's Jermaine road trip against the Greensville Braves.
Allensworth belted a three-run homer in
The Cubs now know they can win,
the ninth irining to snatch the lead back but then again, they always did. The differonce again, 6-5.
ence is that now everybody knows.

.J
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UCF baseball team finishes Lady Uons are

the '93-'94 season at 29-26

3-0 and looking
for top season

and without a second consecutive TAAC
championship.
Not only did the Knights fail to adThink of UCF' s 1994 baseball sea- vance past the regular season for the first D Almost half of the
son in before and after terms . .
time in years, but their 29 ·wins (29-26 members of the USISL
It began as a year full of promise for overall) were the fewest since the team
soccer team are UCF
a young and talented group of players look- managed only 28 in 1983.
ing to defend their Trans America Athletic
. That was Coach Jay Bergman's first alumni.
Conference title.
season at UCF.
It ended with unfulfilled expectations,
What was it that kept the Knights by SEAN De VANEY
hemmed in the bracket of medioc- Staff writer
rity?
Having only one senior on the
World Cup fever has hit Orlando.
roster was likely a major contribu- Souvenirs for the big event are being sold at
tor.
every Kwiki Mart in town, and even the top
Every team needs leadership, ,..of Orlando City Hall downtown has been
and UCF' s one veteran, Eric Golden, transformed into a giant soccer ball. Soccer
certainly did his part in terms of is suddenly becoming a craze in Central
spiritual guidance for the younger Florida.
guys.
You wouldn't have to tell that to
But on the field Golden's num- Alyson Barnes, though. Barnes is a former
bers were down, when his final sea- UCF student and currently a member of
son was expected to be his best.
Orlando Lions.
As a sophomore, Golden batThe 0-Lions are a professional men's
ted .282. Last year his average and women's soccer team in Orlando. The
dropped to .251, and this season it women's team is in its inaugural season
went down to .231.
and the men's is in its fourth season.
"It's hard when you're a seThe women's team has a strong UCF
mor," said Bergman. "And you're connection; 12 of the 25 players on the
not having the year that you want to team are former UCF students.
have and need to have as a leader."
The women's team is 3-0 so far
Golden's hitting woes were this season. They play teams from as far
representative of the team as a whole. away as Greensboro and Baltimore.
A scan of the Knights' final
"It's an organized, competitive league
individual batting averages shows that we can play in after college," said
that outfielder Alex Morales' .321 Barnes. "It's encouraging for the younger
~/Future
average was the only one over .300. kids - that they will have a league to play
by TOM .JAMES
Staff writer

UCF baseball coach Jay Bergman looks
forward to next season.
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